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Project 333 McGraw Hill Professional
Courtney Carver shows us the power of simplicity to improve
our health, build more meaningful relationships, and relieve
stress in our professional and personal lives. We are often on
a quest for more—we give in to pressure every day to work
more, own more, and do more. For Carver, this constant
striving had to come to a stop when she was diagnosed with
Multiple Sclerosis (MS). Stress was like gasoline on the fire
of symptoms, and it became clear that she needed to root out
the physical and psychological clutter that were the source of
her debt and discontent. In this book, she shows us how to
pursue practical minimalism so we can create more with
less—more space, more time, and even more love. Carver invites
us to look at the big picture, discover what's most important
to us, and reclaim lightness and ease by getting rid of all
the excess things.
The Simple Living Guide Hardie Grant Books
Learn to value “being” as much as you value “doing”—and sharpen your focus on what’s
most important to your health and happiness. You are not your mind. One thing at a time.
Be aware of the “busy” trap. Slow it down. Know how your feel. Respond rather than react.
Turn toward discomfort. In Be Mindful and Simplify Your Life, you’ll find simple tools to help
you savor the good times and roll with the punches when things don’t go according to plan.
Filled with wisdom on being aware, being accepting, and being kind to yourself and others,
this little book offers calm and comfort in the face of stress and uncertainty.
Simplify Your Time Tyndale House Pub
This book shares how you can move through the three stages of the financial journey towards what
he calls Simple Abundance. 1) From “not having enough”, which he calls the Desert⋯ 2) To
“having enough”, which he calls the Manna in the Desert⋯. 3) To “having more than
enough”, which he calls the “Promised Land,” or Simple Abundance. Simplify and Create
abundance is filled with his hilarious humor, yet at the same breath is astounding in its wisdom.
Simplify Meadows Publishing
Less is more is a collection of inspirational messages and advice that encourages the reader to
enjoy life more by living a little more simply. Trying to do it all, be it all and have it all is
exhausting — and all too often, people find themselves asking ‘what was it all for?’ The sad
conclusion for so many is that the things they pushed themselves to do and have were never that
important. Less is more shows the reader how to find more time and energy to enjoy the things
that really do matter. It invites the reader to make small, simple changes in the way they live, like
learning to say no and embracing silence; changes that will simplify their life and leave them
feeling relaxed and happy, instead of stressed and overwhelmed.
Six Simple Rules Andrews McMeel Publishing
The NIV is the world's best-selling modern translation, with over 150 million copies in print since its first full
publication in 1978. This highly accurate and smooth-reading version of the Bible in modern English has the
largest library of printed and electronic support material of any modern translation.
HOW YOUR WORDS CAN CHANGE YOUR WORLD Shepherds Voice Publications, Inc.
In "Simplify," bestselling author Bill Hybels identifies the core issues that lure us into frenetic
living--and offers searingly practical steps for sweeping the clutter from our souls. Today's velocity
of life can consume and control us ... until our breakneck pace begins to feel normal and expected.

That's where the danger lies: When we spend our lives doing things that keep us busy but don't really
matter, we sacrifice the things that do. What if your life could be different? What if you could be
certain you were living the life God called you to live--and building a legacy for those you love? If
you crave a simpler life anchored by the priorities that matter most, roll up your sleeves: Simplified
living requires more than just cleaning out your closets or reorganizing your desk drawer. It requires
uncluttering your soul. By eradicating the stuff that leaves your spirit drained, you can stop doing
what doesn't matter--and start doing what does.
Pure and Simple Crown
Upcycle Your Life Get ready to trade in headaches and hassles for life skills, exchange clutter for
money, transform eyesores into beautiful focal points in your home, and say goodbye to over-
consumption and hello to genuine experiences. Cristin Frank, the original Reduction Rebel, shows
you the freedom and fulfillment you can have when you simplify your life. You'll learn how to use
your talents, time, and space to combat stress, become more efficient, relieve money woes, open up
opportunities, and provide unbelievable self-fulfillment. Inside you'll find: • Simple techniques that
eliminate clutter and keep it from returning • A personalized plan to help you reclaim your time •
Practical (and profitable) ways to sell unused items in your home • Tips to eliminate debt and curb
consumption • Step-by-step upcycling projects that transform old, unwanted furniture into beautiful,
customized organizing systems • Dozens of exercises that help you identify and honor your talents,
values, and goals As Cristin says, "success is getting what we want." Let this book show you how to
let go of what's holding you back so you can put your energy into your dreams and interests and
build your success.
Simplify Your Christmas HarperChristian + ORM
Share the joys of minimalism with your whole family. Make room for what really matters.
Minimalism for Families shows you the real costs of the things you own and helps you
discover that cutting non-essential items makes for a happier, more satisfying home and life.
Spend less time stressing about your stuff and more time together. Filled with practical advice
to help you and your family clear out your house, Minimalism for Families helps you build
stronger bonds, spend more time together, and start enjoying the benefits of living clutter-
free. Minimalism for Families includes: An introduction to minimalism—Find out what
minimalism really is and how it can make for a happier household. A family
approach—Discover how to handle family resistance and get everyone—including your
children—to embrace minimalism. Practical, room-by-room advice—From the kitchen to kids’
rooms, get easy-to-use tips for creating and keeping a simple home. Bring the benefits of
minimalism to your loved ones with Minimalism for Families.
Less is More InterVarsity Press
Wear just 33 items for 3 months and get back all the JOY you were missing while you were
worrying what to wear. In Project 333, minimalist expert and author of Soulful Simplicity
Courtney Carver takes a new approach to living simply--starting with your wardrobe. Project
333 promises that not only can you survive with just 33 items in your closet for 3 months, but
you'll thrive just like the thousands of woman who have taken on the challenge and never
looked back. Let the de-cluttering begin! Ever ask yourself how many of the items in your
closet you actually wear? In search of a way to pare down on her expensive shopping habit,
consistent lack of satisfaction with her purchases, and ever-growing closet, Carver created
Project 333. In this book, she guides readers through their closets item-by-item, sifting
through all the emotional baggage associated with those oh-so strappy high-heel sandals that
cost a fortune but destroy your feet every time you walk more than a few steps to that
extensive collection of never-worn little black dresses, to locate the items that actually look
and feel like you. As Carver reveals in this book, once we finally release ourselves from the
cyclical nature of consumerism and focus less on our shoes and more on our self-care, we not
only look great we feel great-- and we can see a clear path to make other important changes in
our lives that reach far beyond our closets. With tips, solutions, and a closet-full of
inspiration, this life-changing minimalist manual shows readers that we are so much more
than what we wear, and that who we are and what we have is so much more than enough.
Simplify Your Life Andrews McMeel Publishing
Learn to let go of your daily toil towards perfection and fall into the lasting freedom of God's grace. As a

wife, new mother, business owner, and designer, Emily Ley reached a point when she suddenly realized she
couldn't do it all. She needed to simplify her life, organize her days, and prioritize her priorities. She realized
that she had been holding herself to a standard of perfection, when what God was really calling her to do was
accept the welcoming embrace of his grace. In this four-session video-based study (DVD/video streaming
sold separately), Emily—author of A Simplified Life—describes the journey that led to her pursuing a life that
allowed her to breathe, laugh, and grow. Along the way, she'll take you and your group through strategies to
simplify your lives. Because God so abundantly pours out grace on us, we can surely extend grace to
ourselves! This message is for anyone who has been trying to do it all…only to feel like you're burning out.
Learn to find joy, acceptance, and clarity in the midst of life's beautiful messes. Sessions include: Let Go of
the Perfect Life Surrender Control Build True Community Live in God’s Grace Designed for use with the
Grace, Not Perfection Video Study (sold separately).
The 50 Best Ways to Simplify Your Life Anchor
From the author of the acclaimed novel Living Dead Girl, a finalist for the Los Angeles Times Book Prize,
come twelve haunting stories about people caught somewhere between love and madness. Simplify mines the
often surreal terrain of people on the margins of life: from the man with a photo of Elvis bleeding on his wall
in "Comeback Special," to the profoundly troubled boy genius of the title story "Simplify," to the family that
must traverse "The Distance Between Us" to finally get to the truth about their son the murderer, each story
hums with sharp drama, mystery, wonder, and startling humour. Simplify, the first collection of short fiction
by Tod Goldberg, portrays a world where redemption, hope, and violence are never too far apart. It is the
inaugural volume in the Other Voices Book Series.
Holy Bible (NIV) HarperChristian + ORM
Gain control of your time in 30 days (or less!). Is your to-do list driving you crazy? Do you have
more things to do than time to do them? Are you running in circles in spite of multi-tasking and
staying up late? Organizing Pro Marcia Ramsland shows you how you can gain control of your
schedule by learning to save time, spend time, capture time, and multiply your time. In 30 days (or
less) learn practical skills that help you trade time-wasters for time-savers and will show you how to:
streamline your day simplify clutter piles choose the right calendar cut down your to-do list and
actually accomplish more Simplify Your Time is your personal time management guide. With 101
Time-Saving Tips, you can relieve your daily stress, find time for yourself, and create a lifestyle that
allows you to get more done in less time!
A Simplified Life Penguin
Using practical techniques that lead to real change, the authors help readers examine their values and
prioritize their goals through a series of exercises ranging from simple tasks to soul-searching.
How to Simplify Your Life HarperChristian + ORM
Short, simple and refreshingly practical, Living Simply offers 21 Earth Warrior practices to help us
live more consciously and to cope with the ever increasing pace of modern life. Bob Hillary shares
the lessons he learned living off the grid, exploring his ‘wild edges’ and practicing a slower, more
attuned way of life. How can we live more simply, learn to appreciate what we have and root our
way of being in the Earth we have inherited? By living simply and becoming an Earth Warrior. As
life keeps urging us to go faster, many of us are moving in the opposite direction... we are looking
for SLOWNESS, for stillness, to live more natural, less complex lives. Bob Hillary spent a year
living off grid, this experience taught him how to live simply. It meant; downscaling, re-wilding, un-
teching and finding and doing things that are free. These philosophies provided a framework for the
21 practices he shares in this book. Each one covers the key idea, contains exercises and provides
practical ways that will help you become an Earth Warrior. By living this way you will learn how to
live in a more joyful, positive, simple and meaningfully way. Earth Warriors give, share and care.
This is a manual for modern times, a guide to creating positive action, walking the right path and
making the right choices.
Simplify Your Work Life StoryMirror Infotech Pvt Ltd
Create wealth in every area in your life and be guided as you journey towards your personal expressions of
simple happiness.

Simplify And Live The Good Life HarperChristian Resources
The true secret of high achievers is that they know how to find their "focal point" - the one
thing they should do, at any given moment, to get the best possible results in each area of
their lives. Bestselling author and motivational speaker Brian Tracy brings together the very
best ideas on personal management into a simple, easy-to-use plan. Focal Point helps readers
analyze their lives in seven key areas and shows them how to develop focused goals and
plans in each. This best-selling guide provides timeless truths that have been discovered by
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the most effective people throughout the ages, answering questions like: In Focal Point, Tracy
provides timeless truths that answers questions such as: How can I get control of my time and
my life? How can I achieve maximum career success and still balance my personal life? How
can I accelerate the achievement of all my goals? Focal Point shows you how to develop
absolute clarity about what they want, and how they can achieve supreme satisfaction, both
personally and professionally.
When Less Becomes More Zondervan
Women today are more fatigued, burned out, and overwhelmed than ever. You may feel like your life is
frantic––that you're running on empty. In When Less Becomes More, you'll learn how to live a life of more
in a world that often overwhelms to the point of burnout. Smartphones constantly ping and alert and demand
your attention. And social media can eat up hours of your days with mindless scrolling and tapping while
leaving you feeling empty and lonely. Add to that family commitments, work that is accessible around the
clock, and overscheduling, and you have a life that can feel out of control. In When Less Becomes More,
Emily Ley, author of the bestselling Grace, Not Perfection and Growing Boldly, takes you on a journey out
of that empty place and shows you how to fill your wells with the nourishment that only true connection can
provide. She also presents some radical concepts that push against the tethers of modern life, with the
promise that more of the good stuff comes when we say yes to less of what keeps us empty: Less Noise,
More Calm Less Fake, More Real Less Rush, More Rhythm Less Liking, More Loving Less Distraction,
More Connection Less Chasing, More Cherishing Less Stuff, More Treasures Getting to more might require
some outside-the-box changes, some unraveling of the patterns you have adopted, and some reworking of the
day to day. Build a life based on your core values instead of slipping into a life dictated by society or what's
"normal." Because you weren't made for normal. You were made for more––for a life of fullness, dreaming,
and lasting joy.

Simplify Penguin
Offers practical and spiritual insight on living simply and meaningfully and helps readers
focus on the essentials and enjoy life more.
Living Simple, Free & Happy Watkins Media Limited
Do you want to be more happy in life? There are so many books and workshops available to
make more money, but making more money hardly buys you more happiness. Our happiness
is 50% Genetic, 10% Environment and 40% Behavior and Mindset. How many of us spend
most of our time in making the environment right, which just accounts to 10% more
happiness. Why can we not think of focusing on behavior and mindset instead? This book
focuses on making those behavioral and mindset changes in your life, which will give you
40% more happiness. It will help you with feeling elevation (in short happiness) strategies at
your work, home, professionally, socially and is for entrepreneurs, professionals and parents.
Happiness is a GIFT. So go ahead and give it to maximum people. Make your life simple and
elevate yourself through feeling better than before.
To Live Shepherds Voice Publications, Inc.
100 ways to reduce the stress and recapture the joy of the holidays.
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